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7 ABSTRACT: Aggregation is a major problem for hydro-
8 phobic carbon nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes
9 (CNTs) in water because it reduces the effective particle
10 concentration, prevents particles from entering the medium,
11 and leads to unstable electronic device performances when a
12 colloidal solution is used. Molecular ligands such as surfactants
13 can help the particles to disperse, but they tend to degrade the
14 electrical properties of CNTs. Therefore, self-dispersed
15 particles without the need for surfactant are highly desirable.
16 We report here, for the first time to our knowledge, that CNT
17 particles with negatively charged hydrophobic/water interfaces
18 can easily self-disperse themselves in water via pretreating the
19 nanotubes with a salt solution with a low concentration of
20 sodium hypochlorite (NaClO) and sodium bromide (NaBr). The obtained aqueous CNT suspensions exhibit stable and superior
21 colloidal performances. A series of pH titration experiments confirmed the presence and role of the electrical double layers on the
22 surface of the salted carbon nanotubes and of functional groups and provided an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon.

23 ■ INTRODUCTION

24 CNTs are highly important materials with many applications.1

25 However, one of the most difficult challenges associated with
26 CNTs is their solubility because individual nanotubes naturally
27 stack themselves into “ropes” due to van der Waals forces.2

28 Thus, to fully exploit their nanoscale functions, it is especially
29 critical to solubilize carbon nanotubes appropriately.
30 Solubilization can be realized by functionalizing the surface of
31 the carbon nanotube covalently or by noncovalent interactions
32 with a proper medium.3−7 Covalent functionalization involves
33 the use of chemical techniques, such as refluxing and sonication
34 for a long time.8 For example, CNT’s carboxylation typically
35 requires an inefficient and time-consuming process of reflux in
36 concentrated nitric acid for 10−50 h.9,10 Solubilization of
37 CNTs in common solvents such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
38 (NMP) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) works as well,
39 owing to a match of surface free energy (68 mJ m−2) between
40 the CNTs and the dispersant.3 Noncovalent approaches include
41 the use of dispersants such as anionic, cationic, and nonionic
42 surfactants to wrap the nanotubes for efficient dispersion in
43 water.11−14 Ionized CNT surfaces that help individualizing/
44 dispersing/stabilizing CNT in solutions are also attracting
45 certain attention.15−18 However, studies mentioned above show
46 that using covalent functionalization or a surfactant deteriorates
47 the electrical properties of the final product, either because of
48 the degradation of the CNT structure or by the introduction of
49 an insulating interface around the CNTs. Thus, improving
50 efficiency in solubilizing CNTs in water via a less destructive

51approach with a high time efficiency would be considered a
52significant step toward fully exploring the unique properties and
53broadening the applications of CNTs. Aiming for this, we
54report here a strategy to achieve excellent dispersibility of
55CNTs without compromising their microstructure. In this
56study, we dispersed CNTs in sodium hypochlorite (NaClO)
57conjugated with sodium bromide (NaBr) aqueous solution.
58Then, treated CNTs were dispersed in water again to obtain
59CNT aqueous colloidal solutions. We also characterized their
60colloidal properties to understand the dispersibility.

61■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
62We used a mixture of nonpolar single- and double-walled carbon
63nanotubes (SDWNTs) in this study. It was purchased from Cheap
64Tubes Company as prepared by the combustion chemical vapor
65deposition (CCVD) process. The SDWNTs had outer diameters of
661−4 nm, purity >99 wt %, and an average length of 3−30 μm. The 5%
67sodium hypochlorite solution and sodium bromide powder were
68purchased from RICCA Chemical Company. 37% pure hydrochloric
69acid solution and sodium hydroxide pellets were both purchased from
70Sigma-Aldrich Company. SDWCNT was used throughout the study
71except the experiments demonstrated in Figure 3j−l. To confirm the
72effectiveness of our dispersant, semiconductive CoMoCAT-type
73singled-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) were used for UV−vis−
74NIR optical measurement (Figure 3j−l). The SWCNT (Product
75#773735) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a (6,5) chirality,
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76 >95% carbon basis, and 0.78 nm average diameter. To disperse the
77 SDWNTs, we mixed 0.064 g of SDWNTs, 30 mL of aqueous NaClO
78 solution, and 2.073 g of NaBr and sonicated the mixture in a regular
79 bath solicitor for 60 min. Then, we removed all the supernatant by
80 using a centrifuge operated at 4000 rpm for 2 min, leaving behind
81 SDWNT slurry, to which we then added 30 mL of pure water.
82 Afterward, we sealed the resulting salted-SDWNT slurry in a bag made
83 of Spectra/Por1 dialysis membrane (64 mm tubing diameter and 6−8
84 kDa pore width) to reduce residual chemicals. The dialysis bag was
85 immersed in 5000 mL of deionized water. Purification completed after
86 we changed the 5000 mL water every 12 h for 10 days. The

87concentration of the purified salted-SDWNT aqueous colloidal
88solution was adjusted to its original value (2 mg mL−1). To adjust
89the pH of various suspensions, we added 0.01 M HCl or NaOH
90aqueous solution to the salted-SDWNT or neat-SDWNT colloidal
91solution. Vacuum filtration to obtain free-standing salted-SDWNT
92films was performed using a 47 mm diameter vacuum filter assembly
93(Wheaton Company). The filter we used was made of 47 mm
94diameter polycarbonate (PC) film with 0.05 μm pores (Whatman
95Company). After filtration, the salted-SDWNT films were then dried
96in a vacuum oven for 12 h at 100 °C, which were used for FTIR and
97Raman spectroscopy measurements.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of our approach to pretreat SDWNTs. The SDWNTs were dispersed in a salted solution followed by purification
and dispersion of the salted-SDWNTs in fresh water to obtain a highly concentrated CNT colloidal solution. (b) Scheme of pH titration experiments
to study surface charges on salted-SDWNTs.

Figure 2. Preparation of salted-SDWNT aqueous colloidal solution at 2 mg mL−1. Step 1: dispersion process of dissolving SDWNT powder into
NaClO/NaBr salted solution at 2 mg mL−1 SDWNT concentration, by using bath sonication for 60 min. Step 2: the purification process of removing
NaClO/NaBr solution from dispersed SDWNTs slurry by dialysis. Step 3: demonstration of colloidal stability of the salted-SDWNT aqueous
colloidal solution at 2 mg mL−1, with photos taken every day for 1 week.
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98 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using a
99 Quanta 3D (FEI Company). TEM images were taken using a Tecnai
100 Twin microscope (FEI). FTIR measurements were taken on Thermo
101 Scientific equipment coupled with a diamond smart accessory and
102 measured on salted-SDWNT films or neat-SDWNT powders. The
103 Raman spectra were recorded using a Horiba/Jovin Yvon Lab Ram
104 system equipped with a 473 nm laser source. Laser light scattering
105 particle sizing on aqueous solutions of SDWNTs was done with a
106 Malvern Zetasizer Nano system. Measurements for ζ-potential of
107 various CNT colloidal solutions were performed on the same
108 equipment with irradiation from a 633 nm He−Ne laser.
109 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was scanned by a NETZSCH
110 TG, 208 F1 machine from 27 to 880 °C at 20 K/min under a nitrogen
111 atmosphere protection. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was
112 done in a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer equipped with a
113 monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV) operating at 150
114 W, a multichannel plate, and delay line detector under a vacuum of
115 ∼10−9 mbar. All spectra were recorded using an aperture slot of 300
116 μm × 700 μm. Survey spectra were collected using a pass energy of
117 160 eV and a step size of 1 eV. A pass energy of 20 eV and a step size
118 of 0.1 eV were used for the high-resolution spectra. Samples were
119 mounted in floating mode in order to avoid differential charging.
120 Charge neutralization was required for all samples. Binding energies

121were referenced to the sp2-hybridized (CC) carbon for the C 1s
122peak set at 284.5 eV from carbon nanomaterials. Ultraviolet−visible
123(UV−vis) spectroscopy measurements were measured by a Cary100
124ConC.

125■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
126 f1Figure 1a shows that by using regular bath sonication for 60
127min in low-concentration dispersants of NaClO and NaBr, high
128concentration up to 2 mg mL−1 aqueous colloidal solutions
129with single- and double-walled carbon nanotubes (SDWNTs)
130can be achieved. First, one of the dispersants, NaClO, was
131dissolved in the aqueous solution at 5 wt %. NaBr powder was
132then added at a molar ratio of 1 to 1 with respect to NaClO.
133Figure 1b shows the pH titration experiment results on
134obtained salted-SDWNTs, which will be used later to
135understand the underlying phenomenology.
136 f2Figure 2 shows more details about the preparation of salted-
137SDWNTs. During the mixing step, we evidenced a solubiliza-
138tion of the vast majority of SDWNTs in solution within 2 min.
139After 60 min, the SDWNTs appeared well suspended in the
140NaClO/NaBr salted solutions. Then, the salted solution with

Figure 3. (a−h) Dissolution process of dropping 5 mL of salted-SDWNT colloidal solution (2 mg mL−1) into fresh water to observe its
homogeneity in a diluting process. (i) UV−vis spectra of salted-SDWNT aqueous suspensions as treated with different salting times. Pure-SDWNT
suspended in water was also presented as a control. All samples were diluted to 0.002 mg mL−1 for the UV−vis measurement. (j) UV−vis−NIR
spectra of aqueous “CoMoCAT”-type SWCNTs suspensions, which were previously dispersed by either NaClO/NaBr or each one of them as a
dispersant. Samples were diluted 100 times for the measurements. (k, l) UV−vis−NIR spectra of aqueous UV−vis−NIR spectra of aqueous
“CoMoCAT”-type SWCNT suspensions. These SWCNT suspensions were dispersed by different NaClO/NaBr concentrations, i.e., from 0.67 to
0.000 067 M (NaClO % in water). NaBr:NaClO ratio remained 1:1 in all samples.
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141 dissolved SDWNTs was purified (step 2). This process
142 included dispersant removal by centrifuge to extract SDWNT
143 slurry. The SDWNT slurry together with additional fresh water
144 was then sealed in a dialysis bag, which was immersed in a
145 container filled with a large volume of deionized water, to
146 remove the majority of NaClO/NaBr chemicals. The dialysis
147 took 10 days by changing the dialysis water twice a day. Finally,
148 we adjusted the purified salted SDWNTs to the initial
149 concentration of 2 mg mL−1. As shown in step 3, the salted-
150 SDWNTs remained stable for a week without phase separation
151 or the formation of aggregates, implying that the salted-
152 SDWNTs dispersed well in the aqueous solution.
153 Next, we diluted the salted-SDWNT aqueous colloidal

f3 154 solution from 2 to 0.01 mg mL−1 (Figure 3) to see its
155 homogeneity. For this, 5 mL of the salted-SDWNT colloidal
156 solution was dropped into 1000 mL of fresh water. A
157 spontaneous diffusion completed in approximately 205 s,

158until we saw a homogeneous SDWNT dispersion. A similar
159phenomenon for the diffusion of CNTs in water was also
160reported.1,9 However, in that report, it only became possible by
161pretreating SDWNTs in oleum (>100% fuming sulfuric acid),
162which caused an expansion of the tube−tube distance between
163CNTs. Very likely, our salted-SDWNTs have been modified,
164which overcomes the van der Waals force attraction that tends
165to attract SDWNT particles. This modification ensures the free
166Brownian motion of the salted-SDWNT particles in water.
167Good dispersion status of salted-SDWNT in pure water was
168verified by UV−vis absorption measurement on various diluted
169suspensions (Figure 3i). All salted-SDWNT suspensions with
170different treatment time ranging from 5 to 60 min showed high
171absorption, suggesting the content of particles in solution was
172higher than unmodified SDWNT suspended in water, which
173was believed to be ascribed to a highly individualized dispersion
174state of SDWNTs.

Figure 4. (a) AFM and (b) TEM images of salted-SDWNT particles. (c) XPS full spectra of salted-SDWNT showing absorption of additional ions.
(d) XPS C 1s spectrum on salted-SDWNT showing a relatively small amount of oxidation, compared to H2SO4/KMnO4 oxidized MWCNTs as
reported by Kosynkin et al. (inset).27 The curves in the inset represented XPS carbon 1s spectra of oxidized nanoribbons from MWCNTs (red) and
the reduced nanoribbons (blue). (e) SEM image and EDS (inset) of salted-SDWNT showing undamaged tube length. (f) TGA curves of pure-
SDWNT and salted-SDWNT comparing their thermal stability. (g) FT-IR spectra of salted-SDWNTs compared with pure SDWNTs. (h) Raman
spectra of original SDWNT, original SDWNT after sonication, and purified salted-SDWNT film after treatment.
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175 To clarify the effect of the salts on the dispersion of the
176 carbon nanotubes, we performed two experiments. First, we
177 observed the optical transition (S11, S22, etc.) measured by
178 UV−vis−NIR on another type of tube with small diameter
179 (Figure 3j). In Figure 3j, after disintegration, the blue-shift of
180 peaks of SWNTs is observed, which behaves similarly to
181 surfactant-dispersed ones.19 Second, we measured the quality of
182 the dispersion of the small diameter CNTs upon different
183 amounts of NaClO/NaBr addition (Figure 3k,l). We observed
184 different absorbance at all wavelengths (Figure 3k,l) when
185 changing the concentration of NaClO/NaBr. Obviously, the
186 concentration of NaClO/NaBr influenced the dispersion of
187 carbon nanotubes in water for two reasons: (1) NaClO/NaBr
188 are physically “soaked up” by tubes; the more NaClO/NaBr
189 cations or anions in water, the longer the tube−tube distance is
190 by the effect of intercalation. (2) The higher light absorbance
191 could be caused by a stronger oxidizing effect (mainly ClO−).
192 However, it seems that the diluted salt solution did not disperse
193 the SDWNT well; see the 0.0067, 0.000 67, and 0.000 067 M
194 samples in Figure 3l. There should be a critical amount of ions
195 (threshold at 0.0067 M) surrounding the tubes for it to
196 overcome the high surface energy of water and to be fully
197 suspended in water.
198 We have not observed severe structural damage or
199 morphology change in the salted-SDWNT. Both AFM and

f4 200 TEM imaging (Figure 4a,b) prove SDWNT morphology has
201 not been modified by the salt treatment. This is likely either

202because the combination of NaClO (5%) and NaBr decreases
203the oxidation capability of ClO− or because NaBr protects the
204SDWNT. In the work of Yang et al., adequate sodium
205hypochlorite concentration for preoxidization of multiwalled
206carbon nanotubes showed that 7% NaClO treatment caused
207damage to MWNT in 30 min.20 They stated that an excess
208dosage could destroy the CNT structure. Inversely, low dosage
209did not induce any change to the CNTs structure. Moreover,
210even if an occurred slight oxidation of the nanotubes can be
211seen in the deconvolution of the C 1s spectra (Figure 4d,
212COOH and CO bonds), this was negligible if compared to
213the one induced by strong acids such as H2SO4. The SEM/EDS
214provided evidence that the salt layer was still there and was not
215leached out during the cycles of dialysis. EDS data showed that
216Na and Br weighted 3.5% and 6.4%, respectively, which attested
217to the presence of a salt layer in the salted-SDWNT (Figure 4e,
218inset).
219The SDWNT dispersibility was retained even after the
220dialysis, suggesting SDWNTs may have charged groups
221provided by the oxidation using NaClO. Nevertheless,
222according to our experimental evidence, the salt layer
223(including either NaBr or NaClO or a conjugation) should
224also be present during the dispersion and after dialysis, as
225proved by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy spectra which
226showed the presence of Na, Br, and O (Figure 4c). In the TGA
227curve, a burnout below 100 °C for pure-SDWNT powder was
228due to the evaporation of the moisture absorbed from the

Figure 5. (a) ζ-potential plots of neat-SDWNT aqueous suspensions. (b) ζ-potential plots of salted-SDWNT aqueous suspensions. (c) Mild
oxidation caused by NaBrO and physical absorption of various ions on CNT surfaces. The electrical double-layer structure depicts the surface charge
configuration on a salted-SDWNT particle in water. (d) ζ-potential dependence on pH values. (e) Hydrodynamic particle sizes of both salted-
SDWNT and neat-SDWNT aqueous suspensions against pH values. Green region marked the particle sizes <1000 nm.
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229 environment.21 The mass loss of salted-SDWCNTs at around
230 350 °C can be attributed to the removal of the groups created
231 on the nanotubes after the slight oxidation. The presence of
232 absorbed salts can be discerned from the higher mass
233 percentage left after heating up to 900 °C in salt-treated
234 SDWCNTs (29.3%) as compared to pristine-SDWCNTs (less
235 than 20%) (Figure 4f).
236 One important thing to be mentioned is that after treating
237 the nanotubes in a solution with such a high molar ratio of salts
238 (the molarity of the salted solution is equal to 1.34 M), no
239 noticeable attenuation of dispersibility was seen after the
240 attempt to remove the ClO− ions from surface of the
241 nanotubes, as proved from both the dialysis cycle and the
242 dilution shown in Figure 3a−h. Therefore, we postulate that the
243 removal of ClO− is difficult. The reason why the ClO− affinity
244 to the SDWNTs is so high can be linked to the interactions
245 existing between the SDWNTs (electron donor) and ClO−

246 ions (electron acceptor) as postulated by Knorr et al.22 In their
247 study, SWNTs were adsorbed to a small molecule (electron
248 acceptor: o-nitrotoluene carrying =O and O−), and this
249 changed the solubilization of SWNTs because the energy of
250 interaction of the as-created complex was larger than the forces
251 of π−π stacking, which in turn made the repulsion between
252 nanotubes larger than the tube−tube attraction. Their study has
253 similarity to ours, as in our salt system the electron-acceptor
254 moieties are being used to induce a noncovalent functionaliza-
255 tion of SDWNTs which, combined with the slight oxidation of
256 the tubes, allows their efficient and stable dispersion.
257 FT-IR (Figure 4g) measurements proved that the salt-treated
258 SDWNTs (used powders were believed not reduced after
259 drying at 100 °C for overnight) experienced a certain degree of
260 covalent surface modification with the attachment of carboxylic
261 groups. In fact, we can discern a small new absorbance band
262 due to COOH stretching (approximately 3300 cm−1) and
263 various peaks attributed to the presence of COO− in the range
264 between 2000 and 1500 cm−1.23−25

265 Raman spectroscopy provides a semiquantitative measure of
266 the degree of nanotube destruction by the relative size of the D
267 band (disordered carbon) and the G band (graphite). Three
268 Raman spectra including the neat-SDWNTs, the SDWNTs
269 after only sonication, and the salted-SDWNTs after purification
270 and drying are shown in Figure 4h. First, the D band appears
271 almost flat at sonication, suggesting the starting material
272 SDWNTs have a high crystallographic structure.8 Its intensity
273 increases with salt treatment, implying that the salted treatment
274 causes a certain degree of modification on the nanotubes. Note
275 that this change in the D-band intensity is probably reinforced
276 by an intercalation of salts into SDWNTs, which changes their
277 graphitic perfection.26 In order to explain why the salted-
278 SDWNTs easily mixed in water, we proceeded by determining
279 the role of the electrolytes.
280 A series of pH titration experiments were performed on these
281 solutions to probe the electrical double layers (EDL) of the
282 salted SDWNTs, and photos of CNT agglomerations upon pH
283 titration are shown in Figure 1c; the experimental results on

f5 284 EDL are plotted in Figure 5. As sketched in Figure 5c,
285 stabilization of colloidal solutions is believed to be ascribed to
286 oxidation and the electrostatic repulsion between colloidal
287 particles caused by an EDL, originating from either ion
288 enrichment or introduced by chemical bonding (yellow marked
289 layer indicates chemical charges introduced by oxidation). Note
290 that there is a term called the point of zero charge (PZC)
291 characterizing the EDL.28 The PZC is the pH value at which a

292solid material submerged in electrolyte exhibits zero electrical
293charge on the particle surface. We use the pH titration
294approach to probe the PZC values for both colloidal solutions
295with pristine- and salted-SDWNTs.
296The zeta (ζ)-potential values, which is the electric potential
297in the interfacial EDL at the location of the slipping plane
298relative to a point in the bulk fluid away from the interface, are
299calculated from particle velocities by using the Helmholtz−
300Smoluchowski approximation:29

μ
ζ

πη
=

ϵ V
D4

m

301where μ is the electrophoretic mobility, η is the viscosity of the
302solution, ϵm is the dielectrical constant of the medium, and D is
303the electrode separation.
304For ζ-potentials, Figure 5d shows that a negative charge was
305observed for neat SDWNT aqueous solution at neutral pH ∼ 7,
306which behaved similarly to previous experimental reports.28

307The presence of a negative charge at neutral or basic pH for
308hydrophobe/water is universal at interfaces of oil/water, air/
309water, ice/water, etc.30 Beattie et al. stated that a variety of
310other experiments on, e.g., air bubbles, oil droplets in water,
311and water droplets in air or oil report a negative surface
312charge.31 They also used pH-stat experiments in the absence of
313surfactant to demonstrate quantitatively that hydroxide ions
314charged and stabilized oil-in-water emulsion droplets.32,33 Most
315importantly, they concluded that hydroxide was the single
316largest contribution to the net negative charge on the surface at
317near-neutral pH under a wide range of ordinary experimental
318conditions.34 Nevertheless, some scholars hold a contradictory
319point of view particularly for NaOH-titrated oil/water
320emulsion; e.g., they justified that negatively charged hydro-
321phobic/water interface was caused by impurity due to presence
322of byproduct from reaction of fatty acid in oil and
323hydroxide.35,36 However, for our colloidal solution containing
324pure electrolyte and SDWNTs, we believe that the enrichment
325of negative charges at the SDWNTs/water interface plays a
326critical role to generate the quick “miscibility” of the pristine
327SDWNT powder into salted solution (step 1) and the good
328dispersion of pretreated SDWNTs covered with salts in fresh
329water (step 3), as depicted in Figure 1b. In conclusion, ion
330absorption is believed to be one of the reasons causing the
331change in the physical properties (surface tension, binding free
332energy) at the interfaces as proven by Beattie et al.34,37

333In order to understand if each salt used separately could lead
334to a good dispersion, we investigated the quality of the
335dispersion when using two monosalt solutions. The first
336solution corresponds to 5% aqueous NaClO (0.67 M). The
337second one contains 2.073 g of NaBr dissolved in 30 g of
338deionized water (0.67 M). The analysis done with the Zetasizer
339 t1gave the results reported in Table 1. It is clear that while the
340original salt solution obtained mixing NaClO and NaBr had
341proved to be an excellent dispersant, this was not true for the

Table 1. Average Size and ζ-Potential of Particles in Three
Different Salt Solutions

solution size (nm) st dev (nm)
ζ-potential
(mV) st dev (mV)

NaBr 98343 86174 0.76 0.17
NaClO 22497 7779 −1.439 0.94
NaClO + NaBr 588 38 −35.27 0.96
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342 other two solutions. In fact, the ζ-potential when using either
343 NaBr or NaClO was almost zero. The low value of ζ-potential
344 is consistent with the aggregation of SDWNTs that is detected
345 by the increase in average size (which is very high at 98 343 and
346 22 497 nm for NaBr and NaClO, respectively). Some studies
347 reported that NaClO is an oxidizing agent with a oxidation
348 capability higher than H2O2.

22 However, it is clear from our
349 results that the oxidation induced by NaClO alone is not
350 enough if the SDWCNTs are treated with our method, as the
351 value of ζ-potential is only slightly negative, and that its
352 combination with NaBr plays a special role. The synergy
353 between NaClO and NaBr is not reported for the first time. We
354 adopted this combination inspired by the well-known TEMPO
355 oxidation process (reagent: TEMPO oxidizer, NaClO, NaBr)
356 for treating cellulose in paper industry.38,39 Formation of BrO−

357 from NaClO and NaBr is unstable, which is well-known in the
358 TEMPO oxidation mechanism for biopolymers (depicted in
359 the drawing). Therefore, it is unlikely there would be BrO−

360 surrounding the CNT. The mechanism for conversion of
361 NaClO and NaBr into NaBrO and the ionic dissociation of
362 them into cations and anions and physical absorption process
363 onto CNT are shown in Figure 5c.
364 Back to the colloidal phenomenon, in Figure 5b,d, we
365 noticed that the curve of salted-SDWNTs has a negative ζ-
366 potential value of −50.5 mV, which likely implies presence of
367 an intensive surrounding of a tightly bound layer of anions with
368 “−” charges. Overall, the experiment to identify ζ-potential at
369 neutral pH delivers two messages: First, neat-SDWNT particles
370 have a negatively charged hydrophobic/water interface, which
371 supports Beattie et al.’s view that a variety of other experiments
372 on, e.g., air bubbles, oil droplets in water, and water droplets in
373 air or oil report a negative surface charge.31 Second, salted-
374 SDWNT particles have a very intense negatively charged
375 interface resulting a good dispersion.
376 Where do these charges originate? In our first step, dissolving
377 NaClO/NaBr induces ionization of salts and introduces
378 negative anions into the dispersing medium (electrolyte), e.g.,
379 OH−, ClO−, and Br−; these ions are believed present in the
380 solution when the system is in equilibrium:

+ ↔ + ↔ +

+ +

+ −

+ −

NaClO H O NaOH HClO Na OH

H ClO
2

381 (1)

382 The addition of sodium bromide into sodium hypochlorite
383 generates no new ionic species. Based on ζ-potential experi-
384 ments, there is likely a strong ionic enrichment that facilitates
385 the formation of the electrical double layer (EDL) (Figure 5c).
386 Up to now, we are unable to determine what ion species are in
387 the double layer. From the literature, hydroxide ions certainly
388 play a vital role in the EDL;30 halogen group elements (Cl−,
389 Br−) are proven also capable of entering the EDL.40 In
390 addition, ClO− behaves as a weak acid, which should hold the
391 same mechanism as proposed by Dimiew et al.41 They claimed
392 a stable colloidal solution of CNTs dispersed in water was
393 obtained by sonicating CNTs in hypophosphorous acid
394 (H3PO2) for a short time. They also claimed that the
395 dissociation and formation of anions H2PO2

− from H3PO2
396 facilitate a good colloidal stability of CNTs. On top of the
397 anion, to form an electrical double layer, there is a thin layer of
398 cations, i.e., hydronium H+ and sodium Na+, which has to
399 neutralize the negative surface charge. More specifically, the
400 enrichment of anions on the surface of SDWNTs eventually
401 overcomes the van der Waals forces: instead of naturally

402aligning themselves together into ropes, the individual
403nanotubes remain distanced owing to the anionic enrichment
404and intercalation effect of ions between CNTs.42

405This negative-charge-enrichment hypothesis was further
406supported by the changes of |ζ| values by pH titration of the
407salted-SDWNT solution (Figure 5a,b,d). To adjust the pH, 0.1
408M hydrochloric acid (HCl) or 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
409(NaOH) solutions were added to the CNT solutions for
410titration measurements. Here we characterize the system by
411using IEP = 0 (Figure 5d, green zone). For the neat SDWNTs,
412PZC = 5.0; at this point, the SDWNTs were surrounded by
413zero charges. Above IEP, the ζ-potential decreases with an
414increasing pH, implying that hydroxide ions dissociated from
415NaOH electrolyte indeed accumulate on the SDWNT surface.
416Below IEP, acidification results in an accumulation of positive
417charge on the neat SDWNTs.
418On the contrary, in salted-SDWNTs the ζ-potential becomes
419more negative with increasing pH until a maximum is reached
420and then starts to increase again. First, acidification caused a
421neutralization of the salts, as evidenced by an increased ζ-
422potential from −50.5 mV (pH = 7) to −20.1 mV (pH = 1.8).
423Below IEP (PZC = 0.8), extremely acidic pH environment
424resulted in “zero” charge, suggesting the particles are intensive
425negatively “−” charged. Addition of a base into the salted-
426SDWNTs still maintained a ζ-potential at ∼−40.0 mV. The
427upwarding potential at extremely high pH condition looks like
428that of the surfactant-assisted CNT dispersion, which may be
429associated with ion amount-induced coiling of the CNTs.29

430Hydrodynamic particle sizes were analyzed for the salted-
431SDWNT and the neat-SDWNT aqueous colloidal solutions,
432using dynamic light-scattering measurement (Figure 5e). Neat-
433SDWNT particles formed aggregates easily and precipitated
434within a short time, forming a clear boundary between “coarse
435particle” and “dispersant” (photo in Figure 1c). For salted-
436SDWNTs, rapid coagulation occurred as pH became extremely
437acidic at 1.6. The average aggregate radius came close to a high
438of 10 μm. This is due to the presence of a low surface charge in
439acid-adjusted salted SDWNTs, which is not sufficient to avoid
440strong aggregation and precipitation of SDWNTs during
441measurement. The addition of a strong base to both the
442neat-SDWNTs and the salted-SDWNTs maintained similar
443particle sizes to that of neutral pH, seemingly from the no
444phase separation, which strongly supports the view that anion
445enrichment at the CNT/water interfaces facilitates colloidal
446stability of carbon nanotubes.

447■ CONCLUSIONS

448To summarize, we demonstrated a simple approach to
449solubilize high concentration SDWNTs in water. Suspensions
450with a concentration up to 2 mg mL−1 were stable without the
451use of any surfactants. A negatively charged hydrophobic/water
452interface combined with NaClO-induced oxidation was proven
453experimentally to induce a good colloidal stability of CNTs.
454This dispersion technique for achieving SDWNTs at high
455concentration can now inspire us to disperse similar types of
456carbon nanomaterials in water, which has important implica-
457tions for researchers working in other fields.
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